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Suspension
What the press say.
“More focussed and fun. You can really chuck it into corners
and it just grips and goes” - BMW Car, F20 118i spring kit
“The wheels and suspension really are the icing on the cake”
- BMW Car, i8 with suspension spring kit
“ ... after having driven it, I was completely sold. It looks
fantastic, goes like the wind, handles and rides like a dream –
possibly the best real world 1 Series yet.” - Total BMW, 118d
with Sports suspension
“The way the suspension has been tuned is nothing short of
genius” - Evo magazine, M135i with RS suspension
“The handling feels even more polished...with excellent vertical
body contol and breakaway at either end clearly telegraphed”
CAR magazine, M2 with RS suspension
“The Schnitzer car glides, wheels tracking surface imperfections
with fluidity and confidence” - Pistonheads, M4 with RS
suspension

What customers say.
“The way the car should have left the factory” - Kal, W Midlands
335d with suspension spring kit
“Really impressed - five stars!” - Max, M240i with spring kit
“I'm a very happy man indeed! Wow. It's everything I hoped
it would be.” - Keith S, 330d with Sports suspension
“Nothing short of transformational” - David W, M140i with
Sports suspension
“The difference is night and day and has completely changed
the feel of the car...a lovely planted solid feel and a much more
comfortable ride” - Colin B, M140i with Sports suspension
“I am totally blown away...you can now get the power down
with confidence” - James M, M3 Competition with RS suspension
“The more you throw at the RS suspension, the better it becomes”
- Guy T, 335d with RS suspension
“The handling is in a different league” - Terry R, 335d with RS
suspension
Read these reviews in full at www.ac-schnitzer.co.uk
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Manfred Wollgarten,
Chief Engineer

Our philosophy is simple:
“Better fast than hard”.
Original AC Schnitzer suspension components - all extensively
tested and optimised by our team, led by suspension expert and
Touring Car driver Manfred Wollgarten - are suitable for both
everyday road use and on the track.
Comprehensive tests on the road and track are critical to suspension
development, where simulators and calculations based on axle
weight alone simply won’t do the job.
“The car’s handling must in principle remain as standard. Goodnatured load change reactions and gentle understeer at the limit
are important - because ultimately AC Schnitzer drivers aren’t
professional racing drivers”, explains one professsional, a racing
driver who has been responsible for suspension development at
AC Schnitzer for decades: Manfred Wollgarten.
Only when a suspension set has achieved optimum performance
combined with ride comfort in all driving conditions can it be offered
as original AC Schnitzer suspension.
For more information visit www.ac-schnitzer.co.uk

More driving fun
from your BMW
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Suspension spring kits

Sports suspension

Optimum lowering for improved handling and appearance.

Enhanced body control for discerning drivers.

Premium AC Schnitzer quality with adjustability.

Lowering your car’s suspension brings handling benefits by
lowering the centre of gravity. Ride comfort is maintained by
carefully chosen spring rates, designed to work with standard
or BMW adaptive dampers. Compatible with xDrive.

AC Schnitzer Sports suspension combines lower springs
with high quality sports dampers for greatly enhanced
handling with ride comfort. The benefits of sports suspension
are in addition to those of the spring kit:

AC Schnitzer RS suspension - sublime body control with
everyday comfort for fast road use. Independently adjustable
ride height, compression damping and rebound damping.
Pre-set for fast road use by suspension master Manfred
Wollgarten, but adjustable to suit your preferences, driving
style and for track use.

Entry level suspension upgrade
Reduced body roll in corners
Improved agility
Sharper steering
Reduced nose dive on brakes
Reduced squat on acceleration
Car feels more planted, less floaty
Sportier appearance
Available for almost all current models

Reduced bouncing and skipping
Even more agile, flatter handling
Improved traction in all conditions
Enhanced stability
More communicative and predictable
Outperforms adaptive dampers*
Compatible with xDrive
Available for most 1, 2, 3 & 4 series
Sports dampers available separately for cars
already fitted with AC Schnitzer spring kit
*adaptive function is deleted
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RS adjustable suspension

Outstanding body control
Smooth and composed on all surfaces
Enhanced traction transmits more power
Safe, communicative and predictable handling
Recommended settings included
Available for most 1, 2, 3 & 4 series and M2, M3, M4
Adjustment via click adjusters and collars*
Premium construction for long term durability
*adaptive function is deleted

